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Stable coins: The Swiss approach in the international
context

In an international environment where skepticism, statements of intention and high-level

warnings dominate, Switzerland emerges as the �rst jurisdiction to increase regulatory

certainty in a material way for stable coin projects, including Libra. This is an outcome of the

combination between a leading crypto �nance ecosystem, such as the Swiss one, and a

pragmatic, innovation-friendly, regulator, such as FINMA - holding a clear view of what is

systemically relevant and when.

FINMA has taken a hands-on approach and supplemented its ICO guidelines link1 with

guidance on how it will assess stable coins link1 projects within its supervisory remit under

Swiss supervisory law1. Sticking to a principle-based and technically-neutral approach to

�nancial regulation, FINMA underlines that there is no need for new regulation to address
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Abstract

During the �rst part of the year, 2019 was expected to be the STO (Security Token O�ering) year. However,

It has turned out to be a stable coin year. The announcement of Libra has been the key event. It has

brought crypto terminology to the main street and constituted a wake-up call for governments and

regulators globally. It has shown that the crypto industry can become systemically relevant to the

monetary and �nancial system. Libra has paved the way for a plethora of smaller-size projects, particularly

in Switzerland – home to the most developed crypto �nance ecosystem – and caused FINMA to announce

its position on Libra by means of a guidance for such smaller-size projects. FINMA’s guidance states that a

project that would need a payment system license incremented by prudential regulatory requirements as

well as international regulatory coordination. With this move, Switzerland further cements its position as

the most developed, yet rigorous and pragmatic, crypto �nance hub It recognizes the need to address

global and coordinated fashion the systemic risk aspect associated with large-scale stable coin initiatives

– while the G7 handed o� work on regulatory issues raised by global stable coins to the Financial Stability

Board (FSB).



stable coins and that for each risk raised there is already a regulation that needs to be

applied. The detailed requirements shall di�er on a case by case basis, depending on the

underlying exposure of the ‘stable coin’ (e.g. currencies, commodities, real estate or

securities) and the legal rights of its holders. Anti-Money Laundering (AML), securities

trading, banking, fund management and �nancial infrastructure regulation can all be of

relevance. Regarding the global stable coin project Libra, FINMA con�rmed that Libra

Association requested an assessment. FINMA indicated that this project, as it is presently

envisaged, would require a payment system license – with likely additional prudential

regulatory requirements in the �elds of capital allocation (for credit, market and

operational risks), risk concentration and liquidity management. FINMA also made clear

that global stable coin projects like Libra require international regulatory coordination.

At a macroeconomic level, the Swiss national bank link1 (SNB) has focused on whether

stable coins might in�uence the e�ectiveness of monetary policy and recognised that if

stable coins pegged to foreign currencies were to establish themselves in Switzerland, the

e�ectiveness of the country’s monetary policy could be impaired. This conclusion echoes

and refers to the prospect that a digital currency could replace the dollar as the global

hedge currency link1 – which is the primary international political economy concern

underlying stable coins.

At the international level, the G7 handed o� to the FSB the task to examine the regulatory

issues link1 raised by stable coins that have the potential to reach global scale. In focus are

global stable coin projects that could a�ect the international payment system and the

e�ectiveness of monetary policies (for more details on the e�ect of Libra on monetary

policy and the international payment system, read Enter Project Libra link1), and raise

challenges for �nancial stability, consumer and investor protection, data privacy and

protection, �nancial integrity including AML/CFT (where CFT means Combating the

Financing of Terrorism) and know-your-customer compliance, mitigation of tax evasion,

fair competition and anti-trust policy, market integrity, sound and e�cient governance,

cyber security and operational risks, and an appropriate legal basis. The international

Financial Action Task Force link1 (FATF) is monitoring Libra closely to ensure that signi�cant

risks are addressed. In the EU, the European Central Bank link1 (ECB) sets the resolution of
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technological, legal, governance, monetary policy and stability issues as conditions to

further progress on stable coin initiatives. The Bank of Japan link1 requests the highest level

of regulation and coordination to be applied to stable coins.

Noted on the �y

VanEck Securities and SolidX Management withdrew the BTC ETF proposal from the SEC, given

lack of action, and o�er it to institutional investors on an OTC platform. US SEC rejects BTC ETF

proposal �led by Bitwise

A�er the SEC delayed multiple times the approval of their BTC ETF proposals, VanEck

Securities and SolidX Management link1 decided to withdraw the application and use an

SEC exemption (Rule 144A) to o�er the product to institutional investors on the OTC Link

ATS platform instead . The SEC link1 has been reiterating throughout the year its concerns

link1around price manipulation, rigor of price discovery and custody operations, that could

unduly hurt retail investors.

The SEC rejected a BTC ETF link1 proposal �led by Bitwise, arguing that it failed to meet the

legal requirements to prevent market manipulation or other illicit activities .

For IFRIC, cryptocurrencies are intangible assets (accounting status)

The International Financial Reporting Interpretations Commi�ee (IFRIC) decided that a

cryptocurrency is an intangible asset link1. The decision will become an international

standard in bookkeeping and businesses will have to treat cryptocurrencies as intangible

assets.

Germany sets forth a blockchain strategy

Germany’s government link1 has passed a new strategy which sets the priorities in the

blockchain space around digital identity, securities and corporate �nance.
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EU narrows the scope of ‘right to be forgo�en’

The European Court of Justice ruled that the right to be forgo�en “is not an absolute

right link1” and privacy rules do not apply outside the EU. This decision is likely to in�uence

the discussion around GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) compliance of

blockchain records.

EU kicks o� the European Blockchain Service Infrastructure (EBSI)

The European Commission informed that a total of €4 million has been invested in the

EBSI link1 project for 2019-2020, with over 300 contributors and four selected use cases:

notarization, diplomas, international identity and reliable data sharing.

Conclusion

FINMA complemented its ICO guidelines with guidance on the assessment of stable coins

projects. Consistent with past stances, it indicates that there is no need for new regulation to

address stable coins. The risks are known and for each risk there is already a regulation. It

proposed a classi�cation of stable coins to assist the assessment of projects. FINMA indicated

that under Swiss supervisory law, Libra needs a payment system license, likely to be

incremented by prudential regulatory requirements in the areas of capital, risk and liquidity, as

well as proper international regulatory coordination. At the macroeconomic level, the SNB

highlights that stable coins pegged to foreign currencies could impair the e�ectiveness of

domestic monetary policy, while the G7 handed o� to the FSB the task to examine the

regulatory issues raised by stable coins that have the potential to reach global scale. Noted on

the �y:

1. The accounting decision by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations

Commi�ee (IFRIC) to classify cryptocurrencies as intangible assets and

2. The withdrawal from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of the VanEck

Securities and SolidX Management Bitcoin exchange-traded funds (BTC ETF) proposals as
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well as the SEC rejection of the BTC ETF proposal �led by Bitwise.
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FINMA reminds that tax law, competition law or data protection law can all be of relevance too, but are outside FINMA’s

remit.

h�ps://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/�les/speech/2019/the-growing-challenges-for-monetary-policy-

speech-by-mark-carney.pdf?la=en&hash=01A18270247C456901D4043F59D4B79F09B6BFBC

h�ps://www.coindesk.com/japans-central-bank-chief-calls-for-international-e�ort-on-libra-regulation

h�ps://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/19/jay-clayton-delivering-alpha.html

h�ps://www.�nancemagnates.com/cryptocurrency/news/sec-rejects-bitwises-bitcoin-etf-proposal/

h�p://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/biz/2019/09/175_276003.html

h�ps://www.blockchain-strategie.de/BC/Navigation/DE/Home/home.html

h�ps://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/24/technology/europe-google-right-to-be-forgo�en.html)” and privacy rules do

not apply outside the EU. This decision is likely to in�uence the discussion around GDPR (General Data Protection

Regulation

h�ps://en.cryptonomist.ch/2019/08/29/european-blockchain-service-infrastructure/
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This document has been prepared by SEBA Bank AG (“SEBA”) in Switzerland. SEBA is a Swiss bank and securities dealer with its head o�ce and legal domicile in
Switzerland. It is authorized and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). This document is published solely for information purposes; it
is not an advertisement nor is it a solicitation or an o�er to buy or sell any �nancial investment or to participate in any particular investment strategy. This document is
for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permi�ed by applicable law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or
entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be
contrary to law or regulation or would subject SEBA to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.

No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this
document, except with respect to information concerning SEBA. The information is not intended to be a complete statement or summary of the �nancial investments,
markets or developments referred to in the document. SEBA does not undertake to update or keep current the information. Any statements contained in this
document a�ributed to a third party represent SEBA's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions provided by that third party either publicly or through a
subscription service, and such use and interpretation have not been reviewed by the third party.

Any prices stated in this document are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual investments. There is no representation that any
transaction can or could have been e�ected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily re�ect SEBA’s internal books and records or theoretical model-based
valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Di�erent assumptions by SEBA or any other source may yield substantially di�erent results.

Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or investment is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances
or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence and their own judgment in making their
investment decisions. Financial investments described in the document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Certain
services and products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot be o�ered on an unrestricted basis to certain investors. Recipients are therefore asked to consult
the restrictions relating to investments, products or services for further information. Furthermore, recipients may consult their legal/tax advisors should they require
any clari�cations. SEBA and any of its directors or employees may be entitled at any time to hold long or short positions in investments, carry out transactions
involving relevant investments in the capacity of principal or agent, or provide any other services or have o�cers, who serve as directors, either to/for the issuer, the
investment itself or to/for any company commercially or �nancially a�liated to such investment.

At any time, investment decisions (including whether to buy, sell or hold investments) made by SEBA and its employees may di�er from or be contrary to the opinions
expressed in SEBA research publications.

Some investments may not be readily realizable since the market is illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risk to which you are exposed may
be di�cult to quantify. Investing in digital assets including cryptocurrencies as well as in futures and options is not suitable for every investor as there is a substantial
risk of loss, and losses in excess of an initial investment may under certain circumstances occur. The value of any investment or income may go down as well as up,
and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. Additional information will be
made available upon request. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and on realization you may receive back less than you invested or
may be required to pay more. Changes in foreign exchange rates may have an adverse e�ect on the price, value or income of an investment. Tax treatment depends
on the individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future.

SEBA does not provide legal or tax advice and makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets or the investment returns thereon both in general or with
reference to speci�c investor’s circumstances and needs. We are of necessity unable to take into account the particular investment objectives, �nancial situation and
needs of individual investors and we would recommend that you take �nancial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) prior to investing. Neither SEBA
nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss (including investment loss) or damage arising out of the use of all or any of the
Information provided in the document.

This document may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority of SEBA. Unless otherwise agreed in writing SEBA expressly prohibits the
distribution and transfer of this document to third parties for any reason. SEBA accepts no liability whatsoever for any claims or lawsuits from any third parties arising
from the use or distribution of this document.

Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SEBA. The information contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions.
Di�erent assumptions could result in materially di�erent results. SEBA may use research input provided by analysts employed by its a�liate B&B Analytics Private
Limited, Mumbai. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the
purpose of gathering, applying and interpreting market information The compensation of the analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by SEBA.

Austria: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in Austria nor is SEBA supervised by the Austrian Financial Market Authority
(Finanzmarktaufsicht), to which this document has not been submi�ed for approval. France: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in France
nor is SEBA supervised by French banking and �nancial authorities. Italy: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in Italy nor is SEBA
supervised by the Bank of Italy (Banca d’Italia) and the Italian Financial Markets Supervisory Authority (CONSOB - Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa),
to which this document has not been submi�ed for approval. Germany: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in Germany nor is SEBA
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supervised by the German Federal Financial Services Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), to which this document has not been
submi�ed for approval. Hong-Kong: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in Hong-Kong nor is SEBA supervised by banking and �nancial
authorities in Hong-Kong, to which this document has not been submi�ed for approval. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any
person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in Hong-Kong where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation
or would subject SEBA to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. This document is under no circumstances directed to, or intended for
distribution, publication to or use by, persons who are not “professional investors” within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the
Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder (the “SFO”). Netherlands: This publication has been produced by SEBA, which is not authorised to provide
regulated services in the Netherlands. Portugal: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in Portugal nor is SEBA supervised by the Portuguese
regulators Bank of Portugal “Banco de Portugal” and Portuguese Securities Exchange Commission “Comissao do Mercado de Valores Mobiliarios”. Singapore: SEBA is
not licensed to conduct banking and �nancial activities in SIngapore nor is SEBA supervised by banking and �nancial authorities in Singapore, to which this document
has not been submi�ed for approval. This document was provided to you as a result of a request received by SEBA from you and/or persons entitled to make the
request on your behalf. Should you have received the document erroneously, SEBA asks that you kindly destroy/delete it and inform SEBA immediately. This document
is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in Singapore where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or would subject SEBA to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. This
document is under no circumstances directed to, or intended for distribution, publication to or use by, persons who are not accredited investors, expert investors or
institutional investors as de�ned in section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289 of Singapore) (“SFA”). UK: This document has been prepared by SEBA Bank
AG (“SEBA”) in Switzerland. SEBA is a Swiss bank and securities dealer with its head o�ce and legal domicile in Switzerland. It is authorized and regulated by the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). This document is for your information only and is not intended as an o�er, or a solicitation of an o�er, to buy or sell
any investment or other speci�c product.

SEBA is not an authorised person for purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act (FSMA), and accordingly, any information if deemed a �nancial promotion is
provided only to persons in the UK reasonably believed to be of a kind to whom promotions may be communicated by an unauthorised person pursuant to an
exemption under the FSMA (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”). Such persons include: (a) persons having professional experience in ma�ers relating to
investments (“Investment Professionals”) and (b) high net worth bodies corporate, partnerships, unincorporated associations, trusts, etc. falling within Article 49 of the
FPO (“High Net Worth Businesses”). High Net Worth Businesses include: (i) a corporation which has called-up share capital or net assets of at least £5 million or is a
member of a group in which includes a company with called-up share capital or net assets of at least £5 million (but where the corporation has more than 20
shareholders or it is a subsidiary of a company with more than 20 shareholders, the £5 million share capital / net assets requirement is reduced to £500,000); (ii) a
partnership or unincorporated association with net assets of at least £5 million and (iii) a trustee of a trust which has had gross assets (i.e. total assets held before
deduction of any liabilities) of at least £10 million at any time within the year preceding the promotion. Any �nancial promotion information is available only to such
persons, and persons of any other description in the UK may not rely on the information in it. Most of the protections provided by the UK regulatory system, and
compensation under the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme, will not be available.
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